
  Reveries on Nature: The New Work of Rowann Villency  

In her new paintings and works on paper of various flowers and natural settings Rowann Vil-
lency depicts the essences of nature. Her vision takes into account the state of mind that bears 
down on natural forms and that exults and reflects on them. Her art unveils corresponding emo-
tional and psychical affinities to botanical forms. In so doing it is clear that Villency’s imagi-
nation works in a poetic way through affective shading and nuance.  Subtlety comes forth 
through the ambivalence that course through her various works. This ambivalence, ushering in 
an oscillation of sensations from the push-pull of attraction to repulsion, from dark to light, 
from concretization to dispersal, creates sharp vitality.  In this sense the dialectical play that is 
sensed and seen in the artist’s work --- what the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard calls a 
double participation --- through intimations of desire and fear, good and evil, black and white 
--- is the very stuff of what we would call “vitality” that courses through Villency’s work.  
Bachelard’s remarks on the fundamental tensions of opposites involved within the flows of the 
imagination are telling as they permeate Villency’s vision: “…there are profound and durable 
ambivalences inherent in the fundamental matters which material imagination draws upon…a 
matter which does not elicit psychological ambivalence cannot find its poetic double which 
allows endless transpositions…” Rowann Villency artworks, then, are the results of and are 
symptomatic of the artist’s fluid dynamic visual reveries on Nature. 
         Villency, with her clear affinities with the aesthetic concerns of artists as varied as Paul 
Cézanne, Henri Matisse, Georgia O’Keefe and Helen Frankenthaler, identifies with them in 
terms of subject matter and process. True to the concerns of such masters three constants circu-
late through Villency’s work: sensuality, strangeness, and transience.  In an interview Villency 
remarks: I’m attracted to flowers and plants and I adore gardening…I like the erotic, the exotic 
and the ephemeral in nature…”
      In the recent works on stretched linen and on paper the artist continues to explore Nature’s 
emotional atmospherics and velocity felt at high-noon and seen from a position of dominant 
centrality, visually speaking. There are additional emotional and visual  polytonal shadings at 
play however in the new work as well.  References to peripherality, dispersal, the subliminal, 
and to displacement come alive through the play of shadows and of ghostly transparencies. 
Eros and Thanatos in an equal dance. Villency wants us to take in the world of Nature seduced 
by its sheer physical robustness. For each of these works identifying with infectious even bois-
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terous energy (the explosive Inspiration Diablé, the succulent Les Fleurs Engagées, and the 
radiant Solstice)  there are visual contrapuntal counter-responses (the restrained Le Jardin du 
Mystère, the wisp-like Fleurs D’Automne, the diaphanous Le Rêve Vert et Bronzé) where the 
emotional cast is different. Here through the use of layered outlined forms using spray paint in 
addition to painted strokes affords a sense of remove:  the reverie is one of impossibility rather 
than on possibility, on disappearance rather than appearance, of the fugitive and transitory con-
ditions of vitality rather than on vitality itself.  Rowann Villency’s new artworks demonstrate 
virtuosity of mind, heart and spirit; they are the most profoundly realized of her career.

- Dominique Nahas

Dominique Nahas is an independent critic and curator based in Manhattan. His  new monograph The 
Worlds of Hunt Slonem  (Vendome Press) was released in November 2011.
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